Parliamentary Government in England
on any large scale and within any brief period of time,
they have never, so far, been persuaded* For that per-
suasion requires a volume of mental adjustment which
wholly contradicts the basic Weltanschauung of those who
have to be persuaded. Their lives have been tempered
to the medium in which they live. Their conception of
right is limited by the horizon of that medium. The State
they built they conceived as an assurance of their pur-
poses. Its apparatus of coercion was intended for nothing
so much as to protect those purposes from invasion. They
are asked to see that same State, that same apparatus of
coercion, used for the denial of those purposes. And they
are, more profoundly than any other, the religion by which
they live. It is the religion which enshrines all that has
made life pleasant for them. They no more doubt its
principles than a good Mohammedan can doubt the
promises of the Koran. It represents for them all the
certainties that give colour and hope to their lives* Are
they to admit, if regretfully, yet still freely, that all for
which it stands is in fact grave error? Such an admission
has not been the previous habit of mankind. Nor do we
know of any change which should predispose us to believe
that a change has taken place in the mental constitution
of mankind.
We know, of course, that conflict is more disastrous,
by reason of the weapons at its disposal, than in any
previous age; but we are still, at least on fundamentals,
prepared to fight rather than to give way. We can even,
like Japan in the pursuit of its imperialism, lie shame^
lessly in the language of peace, and watch cynically the
world refrain from protest out of fear. Little has changed
since the Athenians ravaged Melos save the language in
which we wrap our excuses for taking our Naboth's
vineyard regardless of the price. It may be the pseudo-
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